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We investigate direct energy and heat transfer between two distant sites of a triple quantum dot
connected to reservoirs, where one of the edge dots is driven by an ac-gate voltage. We theoretically
propose how to implement heat and cooling engines mediated by long-range photoassisted transport.
Additionally, we propose a simple set up to heat up coherently the two reservoirs symmetrically and
a mechanism to store energy in the closed system. The present proposals can be experimentally
implemented and easily controlled by tuning the external parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum thermoelectric transport in nanoscale de-
vices has gained importance due to the needs of cur-
rent technology1. Quantum dots (QDs) have been shown
to be perfect platforms to study quantum thermoelec-
tric properties, which allow the design of thermoelectric
engines2–8, refrigerators9,10, and heat rectifiers11,12. ac-
driven thermoelectric transport has been investigated re-
cently, but mainly in the adiabatic regime13–18.
Recently, experimental evidence and theoretical works
show direct charge transfer between edges in arrays of
QDs by means of quantum superpositions19–22. The
mechanism behind this is termed long range (LR) trans-
fer. One open question which has not yet been addressed
is if LR energy and heat transfer could be achieved in
quantum dot arrays, which are quantum simulators of
real atoms and molecules.
In this work we present a detailed analysis of coherent
LR energy and heat transfer in a triple quantum dot
(TQD)23,24 driven by a fast oscillating field, where we
observe genuine properties of thermoelectric transport
which are attributed to coherent effects. A nonadiabatic
driving with frequency ω induces photon-assisted tran-
sitions (PAT) between nonresonant states detuned by
n~ω10,21,25–32. We propose the PAT between LR states
detuned n~ω as the quantum paths to transfer coherently
a controlled amount of energy between them, with only
the virtual participation of the intermediate region. A
mechanism to store energy in one of the quantum dots
is also proposed. Furthermore, when the outer dots are
coupled to leads, we propose that these systems could
work as heat and cooling engines whose transfer mech-
anism is based in photoassisted quantum superpositions
between the edges. Then, a cooling engine, that we term
an LR cooling engine, works by transferring heat directly
from the cold lead attached to the left dot to the hot lead
attached to the right dot. A LR heat engine transfers
charge directly from the source to the drain dot against
chemical potential bias. We demonstrate as well a way to
symmetrically transfer energy to both leads at zero bias
voltage.
II. DRIVEN TRIPLE QUANTUM DOT
For simplicity we consider up to one electron in the
TQD system; hence, the Hamiltonian reads: HTQD =∑
i={L,C,R} icˆ
†
i cˆi + τLCcˆ
†
LcˆC + τCRcˆ
†
CcˆR + h.c., which is
written in the on-site orthonormal basis: |L〉 ≡ |1, 0, 0〉,
|C〉 ≡ |0, 1, 0〉, |R〉 ≡ |0, 0, 1〉. cˆi is the fermionic destruc-
tive operator, which fulfills {cˆi, cˆ†j} = δij . The left dot
is attached to an ac-gate voltage; therefore, the state |L〉
has an additional energy term, Hac(t) = V sin(ωt)cˆ
†
LcˆL.
FIG. 1. (a) A linear TQD where the left dot is driven with an
ac voltage. The thick arrows show long-range energy trans-
fer. The energy coming from the ac voltage and dc source
is transferred directly to the right dot and then to the right
contact. (b) Average value of the eigenenergies [see Eq. (C4)]
vs detuning (∆) between |L〉 and |R〉 states. For zero ac driv-
ing (red dashed lines) there is a single anticrossing of the left
and right levels, while for finite driving (solid blue lines) there
are anticrossings at ∆ = n~ω coming from the absorption or
emission of n photons. These anticrossings are responsible for
long-range energy transfer. (c,d,e) Average energy current di-
rection in one period of the ac field (orange arrows) for zero
(c), finite (d), and infinite (e) bias voltage.
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2Accordingly, the total Hamiltonian of the TQD system
reads HS(t) = HTQD + Hac(t).
We consider a configuration where the energy difference
of the central dot with the outer dots is the largest en-
ergy scale in the system, i.e., {V, ~ω, |τij |, |R − L|} 
{|C − L|, |C − R|}. In this regime, where the cen-
tral dot is largely detuned, we develope an effective
Hamiltonian by means of a perturbative scheme in the
tunneling rates. The second-order effective Hamilto-
nian, which directly couples the outer dots by means
of virtual transitions through the central region, reads25
HeffS (t) =
∑
i={L,R} ˜icˆ
†
i cˆi+(τcocˆ
†
LcˆR +h.c.)+Hac(t), with
τco = τLCτCR/(R − C) and ˜i = i − τ2iC/(C − R).
Its eigenstates and eigenenergies are obtained by Floquet
theory (see Appendix C):
|Ψα(t)〉 =
∞∑
k=−∞
bkαL(t) |L〉+ bkαR(t) |R〉 (1)
εα(t) =
∞∑
k,l=−∞
(qα − l~ω) 〈Φkα|Φlα〉 eiω(l−k)t (2)
bkαν(t) = 〈ν|Φkα〉 e−i(qα−ωk)t (ν = {L,R}) is the weight of
the ν on-site state in the k mode |Φkα〉 of the eigenstate
α = {1, 2}, and qα is the quasienergy. The time average
energy of Eq. (2), ε¯α =
∑∞
l=−∞(qα − l~ω) 〈Φlα|Φlα〉, is
plotted in Fig. 1(b).
In the open system, the Hamiltonians for the leads Hleads
and the interaction between the leads and the system Hint
read Hleads =
∑
ν,k εkdˆ
†
kν dˆkν (ν = {L,R}) and Hint =∑
ν,k λdˆ
†
kν cˆν + h.c.
III. CLOSED SYSTEM
In an isolated TQD, the charge, energy, and entropy
of the system remain constant in time. Once the ac gate
is capacitively coupled to the left dot, its energy level os-
cillates, modifying the energy and entropy of the system.
We consider the cotunnel approximation described above
with ˜L − ˜R = n~ω. The density matrix ρ(t) =∑
α pα |Ψα(t)〉 〈Ψα(t)| allows one to obtain the time evo-
lution of the system: ρ˙(t) = i/~ [HS(t), ρ(t)]. The di-
agonal elements of the density matrix are plotted in
Fig. 2(a), where a direct transition between the outer
dots when the central region is far detuned is shown.
The energy of the TQD system E(t) is determined by
the expected value of the observable HS(t): E(t) =
Tr [HS(t)ρ(t)]. Its time evolution is related with two time
scales: the ac field’s period Tac = 2pi/ω, and the period
of the Rabi oscillations TΩ = 2pi/Ω = pi/[Bn(V/~ω)τco],
where Bn(α) is the n-Bessel function of first kind
25. In
the regime where ω  Ω, the dynamics is reflected by
the average in Tac:
〈E(t)〉 ≡ E¯(t) = 1Tac
∫ t+Tac
t
E(t′)dt′. (3)
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FIG. 2. (a) Charge occupation evolution of the left, center
and right dot for the closed system capacitively coupled to an
ac gate in the cotunnel regime. The calculation is done with
HS(t) (solid) and H
eff
S (t) (dashed). The charge is flowing from
the left to the right dot, going virtually through the central
one. (b) Total energy of the TQD E(t) (green line) and its
average 〈E(t)〉 in a period Tac (red line). (c) Average energy
currents in the TQD as defined in the text. Notice that in (c)
the initial value of J¯E is the average value of JE in Tac. In (c)
the current flowing to the left dot from the ac gate [J¯acE (t)]
is directly transferred to the right dot, i.e., J¯acE (t) ≈ I¯RE (t).
~ω = 2pi, τLC = τCR = ~ω/2, L = 0 (IL,ΩL (t) = 0) , ˜R− ˜L =
~ω, C = 8.5~ω, V = 1.83~ω, and TΩ = 25.8Tac.
Figure 2(b) shows the energy of the TQD during a full
Rabi period: the ac gate provides energy to the system
to overcome the transition to the right quantum dot and
drains it to fulfill energy conservation in the right-to-
left transition. The electron is initialized on |L〉 at t =
0, and the on-site energy difference between the outer
dots is ˜R − ˜L = ~ω. The time evolution of the energy
shows both rapid energy oscillations with period Tac and
slow LR Rabi oscillations; however, the main dynamics
is already represented in the average energy (red line),
which shows LR Rabi oscillations.
In order to study in more detail the time dependence
of the energy given from the ac gate to the TQD, we
calculate the time evolution of the energy:
E˙(t) = Tr [HS(t)ρ˙(t)] + Tr
[
H˙S(t)ρ(t)
]
. (4)
The first term in Eq. (4) is zero in the closed system,
Tr [HS(t)ρ˙(t)] = 0, because the ac gate and the TQD
system are not exchanging particles, and the TQD in
the closed system is decoupled from any dissipative bath.
Thus the energy current JacE (t) flowing from the ac gate
3to the left dot reads
JacE (t) ≡ E˙(t) = Tr
[
H˙ac(t)ρ(t)
]
= ωV cos(ωt)ρLL(t) (5)
where ραβ(t) = 〈α|ρ(t)|β〉 (α, β = L,R). JacE (t) is posi-
tive when the energy flows from the ac gate to the TQD
and negative otherwise. In one oscillation of the ac driv-
ing, the energy of the charge in the left dot [eρLL(t)]
increases when JacE (t) > 0; on the contrary, it decreases
when JacE (t) < 0. If the electron occupation in the left dot
remains constant during Tac, ρLL(t) = cte, the averaged
energy flow in one period Tac will be zero: J¯acE (t) = 0.
But in a TQD with τij 6= 0 there are Rabi oscillations
between the dots; thus ρLL(t) 6= cte and, consequently,
J¯acE (t) 6= 0.
Let us focus in the internal energy current among the
different regions of the TQD: I¯αE(t). We use the symbol
IαE(t) to define the energy current to the α region from
other regions within the TQD. Their expressions are ob-
tained from the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(4), and their total sum is equal to zero
∑
α IαE = 0; see
Appendix A for their derivation. Due to the coupling
with the ac gate, one can define the energy current to
the left dot from other regions of the TQD as the sum
of two different contributions: I¯LE(t) = I¯L,ΩE + I¯L,acE (t).
After one oscillation, the energy level of the left dot has
returned to its original value: L. The occupation and the
energy in the left dot have changed to δρLL and LδρLL,
respectively. Thus I¯L,ΩE ≡ LδρLL/Tac is the energy flow
considering the energy level as undriven. On the other
hand, I¯L,acE (t) accounts for the time-resolved energy dur-
ing the oscillation of the left energy level: I¯L,acE (t) ≡
1
Tac
∫ t+Tac
t
V sinωt′ρ˙LL(t′)dt′. It actually changes the to-
tal energy of the TQD and it is equivalent to the energy
given by the ac field: J¯acE (t) ≡ −I¯L,acE (t). Hence, for
J¯acE (t) > 0 the energy current from the ac-gate is fully
transferred from the left QD to the rest of the TQD.
In the cotunnel regime we have I¯RE (t) ≈ −I¯LE(t) [see
Fig. 2(c)], where just a negligible energy current flows to
the barriers and the central dot: I¯restE (t) [see Fig. 2(c)].
Therefore,
I¯RE (t) ≈ J¯acE (t)− I¯L,ΩE (t). (6)
In Fig. 2(c) we show all the internal energy currents
within the TQD, I¯E(t), and the energy current coming
from the ac gate, J¯acE (t). We compare the current enter-
ing the right quantum dot obtained with the full Hamil-
tonian, I¯RE (t), with the results derived from the effective
Hamiltonian, I¯RE,co(t); where we find an excellent agree-
ment.
Initializing the system with ρLL(0) = 1, in the first
semiperiod t ∈ {0, TΩ/2} the energy given by the ac is
stored in the right dot. In the interval, t ∈ {TΩ/2, TΩ},
the energy obtained from the ac gate in the previous
semiperiod flows back to it: J¯acE (t) < 0. A mechanism
that turns off the interdot tunneling τCR at t = TΩ/2 dis-
connects the right QD from the system, and the energy
∆ETΩ/2 =
∫ TΩ/2
0
V sin(ωt)ρ˙LL(t)dt ≈ ~ω for Tac  TΩ
and V ≥ |L − R| will be stored on it. The energy can
be retrieved by coupling this dot to any other system, for
example, a reservoir, and transport the energy to it.
The mechanism of direct energy transfer between the
outer dots and the energy storage on them works also
in longer QD arrays (see Appendix B). The ac driving in
fact allows control of in which dot the energy is stored
and the amount of it by tuning the ac voltage parame-
ters.
In order to estimate the amount of energy stored in the
available experimental range, we consider ω = 10 GHz,
i.e., ~ω = 40µ eV and Tac ≈ 0.1 ns. We consider τij in the
range {0, 25}µeV, and thus TΩ ∈ {17Tac,∞}. Therefore,
if τCR is set to zero at TΩ/2 an amount of energy E=
40 µeV will be stored in the right dot.
In summary, J¯acE (t) directly flows from |L〉 to |R〉 and
the energy can be stored in |R〉 by setting τCR = 0 at
t = TΩ/2.
IV. OPEN SYSTEM
Once the system is attached to reservoirs with chemical
potentials µν and temperature Tν , it exchanges energy
and charge with them. In the weak-coupling regime, the
energy shift of the on-site states due to the coupling with
the reservoirs is negligible16. The particle J
(ν)
N (t), energy
J
(ν)
E (t), and heat J
(ν)
H (t) currents between the TQD and
the ν reservoirs are obtained from the Born-Markov Red-
field master equation (see Appendix C 1):
J
(ν)
N (t) =
3∑
α=1
[γν0α(t)ρα(t)− γνα0(t)ρ0(t)] , (7)
J
(ν)
E (t) =
3∑
α=1
εα(t) [γ
ν
0α(t)ρα(t)− γνα0(t)ρ0(t)] , (8)
J
(ν)
H (t) = J
(ν)
E (t)− µνJ (ν)N (t), ν = L,R, (9)
where α = {1, 2, 3} are the subindexes for the eigenstates,
the sub-index 0 refers to the empty state, and γν are the
rates with the contacts, which read
γν0α(t) = Γν
∞∑
np=−∞
anpαν(t)[1− fν(qα − pω)], (10)
γνα0(t) = Γν
∞∑
ml=−∞
amlαν(t)fν(qα − lω), (11)
where n,p,m,l are indexes for the sidebands. fν(ε) =
1/(Exp[(ε − µν)/Tν ] + 1) is the Fermi function of the
ν lead, anpαν(t) = [b
n
αν(t)]
†bpαν(t), and ΓL = ΓR. b
p
αν
and qα are defined in Sec. II. The currents in Eqs.
(7), (8), and (9) are defined positive when coming from
the TQD system to the leads and negative otherwise.
The time evolution of the energy in the TQD becomes
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FIG. 3. Open system. (a,b) Average energy currents vs ∆ =
R−L at zero bias (a) and finite bias (b). (c) Average energy
currents vs µL − µR for ∆˜ = ~ω. The arrows represent the
direction of the energy current,→ is a non-LR transition, and
⇒ is a LR transition. All the energy currents are multiplied
by a factor of 102. TL = TR = 0.16~ω, and the rest of the
parameters are as in Fig. 2.
E˙(t) = JacE (t) −
∑
ν J
(ν)
E (t). Due to particle and energy
conservation, J¯
(R)
E = −J¯ (L)E + J¯acE and J¯ (R)N = −J¯ (L)N .
A. Long-range energy transfer
Our aim is to transfer energy directly to the right
reservoir, with no other participation than virtual of the
central region, from the ac-gate voltage coupled to the
left quantum dot and also from the left lead. It would
be possible by means of the photo sidebands which
participate in the LR quantum states superposition for
˜L − ˜R = n~ω25. Therefore, at ∆˜ = n~ω the system
transports energy coherently among the three termi-
nals, ac gate, and the two reservoirs through the LR
superposition, going just virtually through the central
dot. If the on-site energies are such that ∆˜ 6= n~ω,
the two reservoirs become effectively disconnected; thus
the system will behave as two separated subsystems
with one reservoir coupled to a single dot. Therefore,
under these conditions the energy current will just flow
between the ac gate and the left reservoir J¯acE = J¯
(L)
E
while J¯
(R)
E = 0.
At zero bias µL = µR with ∆˜ = n~ω [Fig. 1(c)]:
fL[εα] = fR[εα], and the LR states are fully symmetric.
FIG. 4. Scheme of a cooling engine (top) and a heat en-
gine (bottom). The blue (red) dots represent the energy area
where the LR state characterizes the system as a cooling en-
gine (heat engine), and the energy ε¯LR is the average energy
of the coherent states in Eq. (2) for an energy difference be-
tween the outer states of n~ω. These two regions are limited
by εlim (dashed-dotted line). In both figures ˜L − ˜R = n~ω.
Hence J
(L)
N (t) = J
(R)
N (t) and J
(L)
E (t) = J
(R)
E (t). Due to
conservation laws J¯
(ν)
N (t) = 0 but J¯
(ν)
E (t) = J¯
ac
E (t)/2.
The system produces a symmetric and continuous flow
of energy from the ac gate to both reservoirs without
particle flow [see Fig. 3(a)].
For µL > µR and hence fL[εα] > fR[εα], the reservoirs
become asymmetric. Increasing the bias, the ac gate
gives energy asymmetrically to both reservoirs until J¯
(L)
E
changes direction at the value where the energy current
from the left reservoir to the TQD compensates the one
from the ac field to the left reservoir. Now both J¯acE (t)
and J¯LE flow directly to the right reservoir through the
LR superposition, Eq. (1); see sketch in Fig. 1(d).
Figure 3(b) shows the energy currents for finite bias.
The ac gate keeps giving energy to the right reservoir
until the bias window is sufficiently large: fL[ε] = 1 and
fR[ε] = 0 ∀ε, obtaining ρij(t) = cte at the steady state
and consequently, J¯acE = 0 [see Eq. (5)]. In Fig. 3(c) the
energy currents from zero to infinite bias are plotted.
B. Long-range quantum engines
The construction of engines at the nanoscale is gov-
erned by the quantum properties of the system. We
define engines which work between two distant reser-
voirs mediated by a LR quantum superposition whose
energy ε¯α [see Eq. (2)] characterizes the type of engine.
We considered engines where µL > µR and TL < TR.
We define εlim as the energy where the system behavior
changes from a heating to a cooling engine. At this en-
5ergy threshold fL[εlim] = fR[εlim]. For energies ε¯α < εlim,
fL[ε¯LR] > fR[ε¯LR]; thus the heat flows from left to right
and the system will behave as a cooling engine, transfer-
ring heat from the cold to the hot reservoir. In the other
case, if ε¯LR > εlim then fL[ε¯LR] < fR[ε¯LR]); the system
behaves as a heat engine transporting particles against
the chemical potential bias. In Fig. 4 we have schema-
tized the working region of a cooling engine (blue dots)
and a heat engine (red dots). In the left figure the energy
of the LR state lays in the cooling region and in the right
figure in the heat region. It is important to remark that
these engines, in contrast with those previously studied,
work by means of virtual tunneling paths through the
intermediate region of the device, i.e., the intermediated
region does not participate in the transfer of heat or par-
ticles other than virtually.
We are now going to consider the conditions defined
above, in order to obtain a cooling engine and a heat
engine in therms of the work and heat exerted on the
TQD.
The first law of thermodynamics for the TQD reads
E˙(t) = −Q˙(t)− W˙µ(t) + JacE (t), (12)
where W˙µ(t) =
∑
ν µνJ
(ν)
N (t) and Q˙ =
∑
ν J
(ν)
H (t) (ν =
{L,R}). For W˙µ < 0 the leads perform work on the TQD
system and for W˙µ > 0 the TQD performs work on the
leads, transporting particles against the chemical poten-
tial bias. Considering Th = Tν > Tν′ = Tc, we define
Q˙h(t) = J
(ν)
H (t) and Q˙
c(t) = J
(ν′)
H (t) as the heat currents
coming to the hot and the cold reservoirs, respectively.
The second law reads33
S˙(t) = S˙i(t)−
∑
ν
J
(ν)
H (t)/Tν , (13)
where S(t) is the total entropy and S˙i(t) ≥ 0 is the inter-
nal entropy production. For S˙i(t) = 0 the system fulfills
the detailed balance condition (reversible process)33.
To generate a LR quantum heat engine one needs the
hot reservoir to give heat power to the TQD: Q˙h(t) < 0.
The TQD employs it to transport particles against the
chemical potential bias W˙µ(t) > 0, charging the lead with
higher chemical potential. In the LR quantum cooling en-
gine the system cools down the cold reservoir Q˙c(t) < 0
with the power obtained from the particle flow in the
chemical potential bias direction W˙µ(t) < 0. The effi-
ciencies of these two engines are
ηµ(t) =
W˙µ(t)
−Q˙h(t) ≤
[
1− Tc
Th
]
+ ϑµ(t) (14)
ηT (t) =
Q˙c(t)
W˙µ(t)
≤
[
Tc
Th − Tc
]
+ ϑT (t) (15)
where ηµ(t) (ηT (t)) is the efficiency for the heat (cool-
ing) engine. The upper limits of the efficiencies are ob-
tained from the two thermodynamic laws, Eqs. (12) and
(13), where the internal entropy production is set to zero:
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FIG. 5. Proposed LR cooling engine (a, b, e) with TR−TL =
0.03ω and heat engine (c, d, f) with TR − TL = 0.76ω in the
steady state. (a, c) In gray the time-dependent efficiency and
in dark blue the maximum value of the efficiency for ∆˜ = ~ω.
The dashed horizontal lines are the average values and the
dotted-dashed pink lines are the Carnot efficiencies. (b, d, e,
f) Left (right) current in dark cyan (gold). (g) Efficiency of
the engines in the transitory regime with TR − TL = 0.13ω.
Initially the system works as a heat engine (red) and reaches
the steady state as a cooling engine (blue). µL − µR = 0.5ω,
V = 0.5ω, and the rest of the parameters are the same as in
Fig. 2.
S˙i = 0. In the upper limit there is a thermodynamic con-
tribution (termed Carnot efficiencies, because they have
the same expressions as the maximum efficiencies of a
Carnot cycle) and a purely time-dependent term:
ϑµ(t) =
E˙(t)− JacE (t)− S˙(t)Tc
Q˙h(t)
, ϑ¯µ(t) =
−J¯acE (t)
¯˙Qh(t)
(16)
ϑT (t) =
E˙(t)− JacE (t)− S˙(t)Th
W˙µ(t)
, ϑ¯T (t) =
−J¯acE (t)
¯˙Wµ(t)
(17)
The additional terms added to those corresponding to
the Carnot efficiency in Eqs. (14) and (15) appear in
the efficiencies of heat and cooling engines out of equilib-
rium, where the total energy and entropy of the system
depend on time34,35. In the stationary regime, in the un-
driven case, they are zero. But for driven systems the
two variables, total energy and entropy, oscillate around
the equilibrium value. Their average for each oscillation
is equal to zero. The average energy current coming from
the ac gate in the steady state is in general non zero (see
Secs. III and IV A), and for positive values it raises the
maximum efficiency above the Carnot efficiency. The ef-
ficiencies obtained here should not be confused with the
6efficiencies of a Carnot cycle, since in the present case we
are considering only engines that correspond to individ-
ual parts of the cycle. The reservoirs are continuously
performing work to the TQD system for the cooling en-
gine, which would be related to the isothermal compres-
sion of the Carnot cycle. In the case of the heat engine,
the reservoirs are continuously giving heat power to the
system, which would be related to the isothermal expan-
sion of the Carnot cycle.
In Fig. 5 (shadowed area) we plot a cooling engine
(a)(b)(e) and a heat engine (c)(d)(f). These LR engines
are working only when the charge is delocalized between
the two outer dots of the TQD. At ∆˜ 6= n~ω the two
reservoirs are disconnected; hence, as discussed in the
previous section, the heat current will only flow between
the ac gate and the left lead, while the right leads be-
comes effectively disconnected from them. In Figs. 5(e)
and 5(f) the heat and particle currents are smaller for
∆E = 2~ω (n = 2) than for ∆E = ~ω (n = 1). The rea-
son is that the Fermi function at the contacts for n = 2 is
smaller than for n = 1. Another reason is that for n = 1
the cotunnel rate is larger for the ac field amplitude con-
sidered. Both effects are stronger for higher n processes.
To maximize the power and efficiencies of both, heat, and
cooling engines, one should (i) select an ac field amplitude
which maximizes the coupling between the outer dots at
∆˜ = n~ω, (ii) have a high-temperature bias for the heat
engine, (iii) a high chemical potential bias for the cooling
engine, and (iv) to operate in a high-conductance region,
close to the bias window.
In Fig. 5 the cooling engine energy region (depicted in
Fig. 4) has an upper limit at εlim = 2.75ω and a lower
limit at µL = 0.25ω; on the other hand, the energy re-
gion of the heat engine has a lower limit at εlim = 0.35ω.
The eigenenergy of the LR superposition is ε¯1,2 ≈ 0.9ω
for both cases; thus these engines are very well defined,
since the energy needed to change their behavior is larger
than the coupling and driving parameters of the system,
|εlim− ε¯1,2| > {|τ |,V}. However, for Fig. 5(g) the energy
of the LR superposition ε¯1,2 ≈ 0.9ω is close to the thresh-
old between the two engines: εlim = 0.875ω. That is the
reason why we observe that the TQD behaves as a heat
engine during the transitory regime towards the steady
state before stabilizing to a cooling engine. This particu-
lar configuration, close to the threshold, is expected to be
sensitive to external capacitive or thermal fluctuations.
A way to experimentally observe the heat flow would be
to measure the temperature or chemical potential change
of the reservoirs: the bias of one thermodynamical vari-
able of the reservoirs should be fixed either with a battery
for the chemical potential or with a thermal bath for the
temperature. The time evolution measurement of the
other variable will give the quantity of the heat flow36,37.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrate direct energy and heat transfer be-
tween outer dots without visiting (but virtually) the cen-
tral site in a locally ac-driven TQD. Furthermore, we
show how to efficiently store energy in the right dot.
As the system is attached to contacts we investigate the
LR energy transport coming from three energy sources:
the two contacts attached to the TQD and the ac gate.
We propose long-range quantum heat and cooling en-
gines, driven by high frequency, where additional tun-
neling channels, side bands, allow the energy and heat
transfer.
Our results open a way to efficiently transfer energy and
heat. This work is easily extensible to longer arrays of
quantum dots (see Appendix B) which are within exper-
imental reach38.
Our device configuration is the simplest one we can con-
sider, a single electron in a TQD, which has the ingre-
dients to transfer heat and energy between distant sites.
Our analysis can be extended to many-particle quantum
dot systems, where the spin could introduce new ingredi-
ents in the behavior of these systems working as quantum
thermoelectrical engines. Also, interaction with other
dissipative baths than the electrical contacts will be a
natural extension and it will be addressed in a future
work.
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Appendix A: Internal energy currents
As discussed in the main text, the term Tr [HS(t)ρ˙(t)] is zero:
Tr [HS(t)ρ˙(t)] = i/~Tr
[
HS(t)
(
HS(t)ρ(t)− ρ(t)HS(t)
)]
= 0. (A1)
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FIG. 6. (a) Energy and (b) charge occupation evolution for the closed system in the cotunnel regime for N = 10 quantum
dots. ρ(t) is obtained with the total Hamiltonian HS(t) and ρ
co(t) with the effective Hamiltonian H
(s-1),eff
S (t). We consider a
detuning ˜4 − ˜1 = ~ω, i 6={1,4} = 5.5~ω, and T 1,4Ω = 139.2Tac; hence long-range PAT transitions between dot i = 1 and i = 4
take place. (c, d) In this case we consider ˜1 = 0, ˜10 = ~ω, i 6={1,10} = 5.5~ω, and T 1,10Ω = 7.39× 107Tac, obtaining long-range
PAT transitions between dot i = 1 and i = 10. The rest of the parameters are ~ω = 2pi, τLC = τCR = ~ω/2, V = 1.83~ω.
However, it can be decomposed in different non zero internal TQD energy currents:
ILE(t) = IL,acE (t) + IL,ΩE (t) = Tr [Hac(t)ρ˙(t)] + Tr
[
(Lcˆ
†
LcˆL)ρ˙(t)
]
= V sin(ωt)ρ˙LL(t) + Lρ˙LL(t), (A2)
IrestE (t) = ICE (t) + IτE(t) = Tr
[
(Ccˆ
†
CcˆC)ρ˙(t)
]
+ Tr
[
(τLCcˆ
†
LcˆC + τCRcˆ
†
RcˆR + H.c)ρ˙(t)
]
= Cρ˙CC(t) + τLC [ρ˙LC(t) + ρ˙CL(t)] + τCR [ρ˙CR(t) + ρ˙RC(t)] , (A3)
IRE (t) = Tr
[
(Rcˆ
†
RcˆR)ρ˙(t)
]
= Rρ˙RR(t), (A4)
where the superindex indicates the region of the TQD. IαE(t) is positive when energy is flowing into the α region and
negative when it is flowing out. The energy current of the left quantum dot ILE(t) has two terms: IL,acE (t), which is
the energy current due to the presence of the ac field, and IL,ΩE (t), which is the common energy flow between different
regions of the TQD due to the Rabi oscillations.
Appendix B: Generalization to a N quantum dot array
In this section an array of N quantum dots is analyzed. The left dot (i = 1) is capacitively coupled to an ac gate.
The energy is directly transferred from the dot i = 1 to any other dot i = s whose energy level is detuned n~ω with
respect to the i = 1 quantum dot energy level, while the rest of the levels are far detuned with energy  = C. There
are s− 1 virtual states between the dot i = 1 and i = s; hence to model this transition with a cotunnel Hamiltonian,
we should go to the order (s− 1), obtaining
H
(s-1),eff
S (t) =
 L − Λ
(s−1)
L + Vsin(ωt) − 1(C−R)(s−2)
∏s-1
j=1 τj,j+1
− 1
(C−R)(s−2)
∏s-1
j=1 τj,j+1 R − Λ(s−1)R
 , (B1)
where Λ
(s−1)
i is the on-site energy renormalization up to order (s − 1). The renormalized energies of the dots are
˜i = i − Λ(s−1)i . Figures 6(a)-6(d) show the results for an array of N = 10 quantum dots. The time scale to
observe a transition from the QD coupled to the ac field to the s-QD is the half period of the Rabi oscillations:
T n,sΩ = pi[C − (L + n~ω)]s−1/
[
Bn(V/~ω)
∏s-1
i=1 τi,i+1
]
, where n is the sideband involved in the long-range transition.
In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) the energy directly flows from dot i = 1 to s = 4 and in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) to the N dot,
s = N = 10.
8Appendix C: Floquet Theory
A time periodic Hamiltonian HS(t) = HS(t + Tac) with period Tac = 2pi/ω can be analyzed within the Floquet
theory framework, which allows us to solve the evolution operator as a matrix diagonalization. The eigenvectors for
the Schro¨dinger equation HS(t) |Ψα(t)〉 = i~∂t |Ψα(t)〉 are the set {|Ψα(t)〉}α. The Floquet theorem states that
|Ψα(t)〉 = |Φα(t)〉 e−iqαt, |Φα(t)〉 = |Φα(t+ Tac)〉 , α = 1, 2, 3, (C1)
where qα are the quasienergies and |Φα(t)〉 are the Floquet states. Expanding HS(t) and |Φα(t)〉 in Fourier series
HS(t) =
∑∞
r=−∞H
r
Se
irωt and |Φα(t)〉 =
∑∞
l=−∞ |Φlα〉 eilωt the Schro¨dinger equation reads∑
β={L,C,R}
∞∑
l=−∞
(
Hn−lS,γβ + nωδnlδγβ
)
Φlβα = qαΦ
n
γα (C2)
where HS,γβ = 〈γ|HS|β〉 and Φlβα = 〈β|Φlα〉, with {|β〉}β the orthonormal basis {|L〉 , |C〉 , |R〉}. The summation is
truncated up to a value where l~ω  V. Solving Eq. (C2) we obtain from the first Brillouin zone (quasienergies qα
between {−ω/2, ω/2}) the eigenstates and the eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian:
|Ψα(t)〉 =
∞∑
k=−∞
|Φkα〉 e−i(qα−ωk)t =
∞∑
k=−∞
bkαL(t) |L〉+ bkαC(t) |C〉+ bkαR(t) |R〉 (C3)
εα(t) =
∞∑
kl=−∞
(qα − l~ω) 〈Φkα|Φlα〉 eiω(l−k)t, ε¯α =
∞∑
l=−∞
(qα − l~ω) 〈Φlα|Φlα〉 (C4)
where |Ψα(t)〉 is the α eigenstate and εα(t) the α eigenenergy of the TQD Hamiltonian HS(t). The expression
bkαν(t) = 〈ν|Φkα〉 e−i(qα−ωk)t is the weight of the ν on-site states in each sideband of the eigenstate α. In the cotunnel
approach the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the cotunnel Hamiltonian (B1) obtained with the same deviation are
|Ψcoα (t)〉 =
∑
k
|Φk,coα 〉 e−i(q
co
α −ωk)t =
∞∑
k=−∞
bk,coαL (t) |L〉+ bk,coαR (t) |R〉 (C5)
εcoα (t) =
∑
kl
(qcoα − l~ω) 〈Φk,coα |Φl,coα 〉 eiω(l−k)t, ε¯coα =
∑
l
(qcoα − l~ω) 〈Φl,coα |Φl,coα 〉 (C6)
where |Ψcoα (t)〉 is the α eigenstate and εcoα (t) the α eigenenergy of the Hamiltonian in the cotunnel approach.
1. Redfield-Master equation in Lindblad superoperator form
For the deviation of the time evolution equation of the density matrix we make the Born-Markov approximation,
where we assume that the bath correlation function decays much faster than the dynamics between the lead and the
TQD, i.e., kBTν  |λ|2, and that the dynamics between the TQD and the leads are much slower than the internal
TQD dynamics, i.e., |λ|2  τ . We define the density matrix in the diagonalize basis (pure states) of the TQD
Hamiltonian, whose eigenvalues (C4) and eigenvectors (C3) have been previously obtained with Floquet theory:
ρ(t) =
3∑
α=0
pα |Ψα(t)〉 〈Ψα(t)| =
3∑
α=0
pα |Φα(t)〉 〈Φα(t)| , |Ψ0(t)〉 = |Φ0(t)〉 = |0〉 . (C7)
The master equation reads:
〈Ψσ(t)| ρ˙(t) |Ψσ(t)〉 =
∑
ν={L,R}
 3∑
α=0
γνσα(t) 〈Φα(t)| ρ(t) |Φα(t)〉 −
3∑
β=0
γνβσ(t) 〈Φσ(t)| ρ(t) |Φσ(t)〉
 (C8)
where γασ are the coupling rates between the leads and the TQD system. For the transition from the ν lead to |Ψα(t)〉
(γνα0(t)) and for the opposite transition (γ
ν
0α(t)),
γν0α(t) =
∑
n,p
2pi|λ|2Dν(∆α,p)
{
e−i(n−p)ωt 〈Φnα| cˆ†ν |0〉 〈0| cˆν |Φpα〉
}
[1− fν(∆α,p)] ≡ Γν
∑
np
anpαν(t)[1− fν(∆α,p)] (C9)
γνα0(t) =
∑
m,l
2pi|λ|2Dν(∆α,l)
{
e−i(l−m)ωt 〈0| cˆν |Φmα 〉 〈Φlα| cˆ†ν |0〉
}
fν(∆α,l) ≡ Γν
∑
ml
almαν(t)fν(∆α,l) (C10)
9with ∆α,n = qα− nω and Dν(ω) the density of states. We define for simplicity Γν = 2pi|λ|2Dν(ε), which is considered
constant. anpαν(t) = [b
n
αν(t)]
†bpαν(t) is the expression within the brackets. The Fermi functions fν(∆α,p) are defined
f(∆α,p, µν , Tν) =
1
e(∆α,p−µν)/kBTν + 1
≡ fν(∆α,p) (C11)
which depends on the quasienergies qα and on the two macroscopic values: the chemical potential µν and the temper-
ature Tν of the ν lead. Equation (C8) can be written in the form ρ˙(t) = L(t)|ξ,η=0ρ(t), where L(t) is the Liouvillian
superoperator. We introduce the counting fields ξν and ηαν to measure charge and energy quanta flowing through
the system:
ρ˙(t) = L(t)|ξ,η=0 =
∑
ν={L,R}
[
L0ν(t) +
3∑
α=0
ei(ξν+ηαν)L+αν(t) + e−i(ξν+ηαν)L−αν(t)
]∣∣∣∣∣∣
ξ,η=0
ρ(t) (C12)
L0ν(t) = −
3∑
βα=0
γνβα(t) |Ψα(t)〉 〈Ψα(t)| , L+αν(t) = γνα0(t) |Ψα(t)〉 〈Ψ0(t)| , L−αν(t) = γν0α(t) |Ψ0(t)〉 〈Ψα(t)| (C13)
The Liouvillian superoperator L(t) reads
L(t) =
∑
ν={L,R}

−γν01(t) 0 0 γν10(t)ei(ξν+η1ν)
0 −γν02(t) 0 γν20(t)ei(ξν+η2ν)
0 0 −γν03(t) γν30(t)ei(ξν+η3ν)
γν01(t)e
−i(ξν+η1ν) γν02(t)e
−i(ξν+η2ν) γν03(t)e
−i(ξν+η3ν) −[γν10(t) + γν20(t) + γν30(t)]
 (C14)
In the cotunnel approach the density matrix has one less dimension:
ρ˙co(t) =
2∑
α=0
pα |Ψcoα (t)〉 〈Ψcoα (t)| , |Ψ0(t)〉 = |0〉 . (C15)
The Liouvillian superoperator of the master equation ρ˙co(t) = Lco(t)|ξ,η=0ρco(t) reads
Lco(t) =
∑
ν={L,R}
 −γν,co01 (t) 0 γν,co10 (t)ei(ξν+η1ν)0 −γν,co02 (t) γν,co20 (t)ei(ξν+η2ν)
γν,co01 (t)e
−i(ξν+η1ν) γν,co02 (t)e
−i(ξν+η2ν) −[γν,co10 (t) + γν,co20 (t)]
 . (C16)
where γν,coαβ (t) has the same form as (C9) and (C10) but with one less dimension.
2. Current Formulas
With the derivatives of the counting fields ξ and η we define the particle and energy currents, respectively:
J
(ν)
N (t) = iTr {∂ξνL(t)ρ(t)}|ξν=0 (C17)
J
(ν)
E (t) = i
∑
α
εα Tr {∂ηανL(t)ρ(t)}|ηαν=0 (C18)
J
(ν)
H (t) = J
(ν)
E − µαJ (ν)N (C19)
With some algebra the results for the currents are
J
(ν)
N (t) = Tr

 0 0 0 −γ
ν
10(t)
0 0 0 −γν20(t)
0 0 0 −γν30(t)
γν01(t) γ
ν
02(t) γ
ν
03(t) 0

 ρ1(t)ρ2(t)ρ3(t)
ρ0(t)

 =
3∑
α=1
[γν0α(t)ρα(t)− γνα0(t)ρ0(t)] (C20)
J
(ν)
E (t) = Tr

 0 0 0 −ε1(t)γ
ν
10(t)
0 0 0 −ε2(t)γν20(t)
0 0 0 −ε3(t)γν30(t)
ε1(t)γ
ν
01(t) ε2(t)γ
ν
02(t) ε3(t)γ
ν
03(t) 0

 ρ1(t)ρ2(t)ρ3(t)
ρ0(t)

 =
3∑
α=1
εα(t) [γ
ν
0α(t)ρα(t)− γνα0(t)ρ0(t)]
(C21)
J
(ν)
H (t) =
3∑
α=1
[εα(t)− µν ] [γν0α(t)ρα(t)− γνα0(t)ρ0(t)] (C22)
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From Tr[H(t)ρ˙(t)] we can also deviate the energy current:
J
(ν)
E (t) = Tr

 ε1(t) 0 0 00 ε2(t) 0 00 0 ε3(t) 0
0 0 0 0

 ρ˙1(t) = γ
ν
01(t)ρ1(t)− γν10(t)ρ4(t)
ρ˙2(t) = γ
ν
02(t)ρ2(t)− γν20(t)ρ4(t)
ρ˙3(t) = γ
ν
03(t)ρ3(t)− γν30(t)ρ4(t)
ρ˙0(t)

 =
3∑
α=1
εα(t) [γ
ν
0α(t)ρα(t)− γνα0(t)ρ0(t)]
(C23)
which is exactly the same as (C21).
The currents for the cotunnel approach follow the same derivation as Eqs. (C20),(C21), and (C22), obtaining
J
(ν)
N,co(t) =
2∑
α=1
[γν,co0α (t)ρ
co
α (t)− γν,coα0 (t)ρco0 (t)] (C24)
J
(ν)
E,co(t) =
2∑
α=1
εcoα (t) [γ
ν,co
0α (t)ρ
co
α (t)− γν,coα0 (t)ρco0 (t)] (C25)
J
(ν)
H,co(t) =
2∑
α=1
[εcoα (t)− µν ] [γν,co0α (t)ρcoα (t)− γν,coα0 (t)ρco0 (t)] (C26)
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